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Nº publicación KR20220167799A 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

네추럴파이버웰딩인코포레이티드

Resumen

A curative for epoxidized plant-based oils and epoxidized
natural rubber is created from the reaction between a naturally
occurring polyfunctional acid and an epoxidized plant-based oil
is disclosed. The curative may be used to produce porosity-free
castable resins and vulcanize rubber formulations based on
epoxidized natural rubber. Materials made from disclosed
materials may be advantageously used as leather substitutes.

BRANCHED SOLUBLE GLUCOSE POLYMERS FOR PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
Nº publicación ES2931925T3 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

ROQUETTE FRERES

Resumen

The invention relates to branched soluble glucose polymers made of starch having an amylose content of at least 30
wt %, preferably 35 wt % to 80 wt %, having a glycosidic linkage a-1,6 content of 7% to 10%, preferably 8% to 9%,
and a MW of 50,000 to 150,000 daltons, characterised in that said polymers are resistant to pancreatic alpha
amylase, expressed according to a test "B" for a reducing sugar content of 25% to 35%, and a MW of released
products of 6,000 to 12,000 daltons.

Biomass-based eco-friendly rollbag and manufacturing methods thereof
Nº publicación KR102479768B1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

주식회사큐앤아이

Resumen

본 발명은 바이오매스 기반 친환경 롤백 및 이의 제조 방법에 관한 것으로써, 더욱 상세하게는 바이오매스를 원료로
하는 생분해성 필름의 앙면에 부분생분해성 필름을 부착하고 생분해성 혼합수지합연사로 외부를 보강한 롤백을
제조하여 물성을 개선한 동시에 부분생분해성 필름을 통해 생분해 기간을 조절하여 유통 중 분해를 줄일 수 있는
바이오매스 기반 친환경 롤백 및 이의 제조 방법에 관한 것이다.
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Bio-based plastic manufacturing method with polymer alloy between starch and polymer among natural polymers
Nº publicación KR102481668B1 27/12/2022
Solicitantes

임태동

Resumen

본 발명은 전분, 폴리프로필렌, 고밀도폴리에틸렌, 가소화제, 가소화보완제, 엘라스토머, 화학적가교제,
양친매성브리징제 및 개질제를 포함하는 바이오베이스 플라스틱 조성물을 제공한다.

Coffee beverage and methods
Nº publicación AU2022275456A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

STEEPED INC [US]

Resumen

A single- serve coffee package has an outer envelope having
one folded edge and three heat sealed edges, comprising 95%
by weight materials that are compostable and demonstrate bio
degradability, a filter bag fully within the outer envelope, having
one folded edge and sealed edges, forming a closed envelope
having opposite sides, each side comprising one layer of filter
material, fully compostable and biodegradable, the filter
material exhibiting a plurality of openings through the material,
enabling water to pass through, the openings having no
dimension exceeding a minimum dimension, a volume of grains
of ground coffee within the filter bag, dimensions of the grains
precluding coffee grains passing through the openings through
the filter material, and an atmosphere of gas within the outer
envelope, enveloping the filter bag and the coffee grains, the
gas inert relative to materials exposed within the outer
envelope.
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Printed material, method for producing printed material and printing medium for laser printing
Nº publicación AU2021274324A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

OJI HOLDINGS CORP

Resumen

The purpose of the present invention is to provide: a printed
material which comprises a printed region that is printed by
means of ultraviolet laser, and which has excellent visibility; a
method for producing a printed material by irradiation of
ultraviolet laser; and a printing medium for laser printing, said
printing medium being used for the printed material and for the
method for producing a printed material. A printed material
according to the present invention comprises a discolored
printed region containing titanium oxide on at least a part of a
sheet medium which is selected from among paper and a film,
while having a printable region that contains titanium oxide; the
titanium oxide is internally added to the sheet medium; in cases
where the sheet medium is formed of paper, the content of
titanium oxide in the printable region of the sheet medium is
1.0% by mass or more, the length weighted average fiber
length and average fiber width of the pulp that constitutes the
paper are within specific ranges, and the basis weight of the
paper is 20 g/m

Polyvinyl alcohol resin film, method for identifying polyvinyl alcohol resin film, and method for producing polyvinyl alcohol resin film
Nº publicación AU2021362389A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

KURARAY CO LTD

Resumen

Provided is a PVA film that, even if the PVA film is subjected to a biodegradation process or incineration process and
carbon dioxide is generated therefrom, does not increase carbon dioxide existing in the earth environment. Provided
is a method for easily and reliably identifying the manufacturer of a PVA film. A polyvinyl alcohol resin film
comprising a polyvinyl alcohol resin (A), wherein the content ratio
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Compositions for biodegradable plant pots
Nº publicación AU2021262620A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

BIOPLASMAR LTD

Resumen

A composition comprising at least one organic component
having particles between 1 and 4 mm, and a cured thermoset
polymer, and wherein a w/w ratio of the organic component to
the thermoset polymer within the composition is between 4:1
and 10:1. Furthermore, provided herein are articles in a form of
planting pots comprising the composition and a method for
manufacturing of planting pots.

Biodegradable laminated structures
Nº publicación AU2021289222A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

TIPA CORP LTD

Resumen

Provided is a biodegradable laminated structure comprising a
substrate and a tie layer, wherein said tie layer is selected from
the group consisting of PBSA, PBS, PBAT and a mixture of
PCL with PLA and combinations thereof. The laminated
structure may comprise two, three, four, five or more layers and
may be coated or uncoated.
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RESIN COMPOSITION AND MOLDED BODY
Nº publicación WO2022270620A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

KURARAY CO LTD [JP]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a resin composition comprising: a modified vinyl-alcohol-based polymer (A) that has
an anionic group; and a starch (B), wherein the starch (B) contains 50-100 mass% of amylopectin.

ELECTRONIC ATOMIZATION LIQUID COMPOSITION AND PACKAGING CONTAINER THEREOF
Nº publicación WO2022267095A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

ZHANGJIAGANG ALIEN NEW MATERIAL TECH CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

Disclosed in the present invention are an electronic atomization liquid composition and a packaging container thereof.
The electronic atomization liquid composition comprises an e-liquid, and an adsorption slow-release carrier in a solid
state, wherein the adsorption slow-release carrier is located in the e-liquid, and the shape of the adsorption
slow-release carrier is at least one of an irregular shape, a spherical shape, a block shape, a granular shape, a
columnar shape, a pipe shape, a sheet shape, a letter, a word, a graph, a symbol, a cartoon, a character, an animal,
a plant and a trademark design. In this manner, in the electronic atomization liquid composition and the packaging
container thereof of the present invention, the adsorption slow-release carrier adsorbs volatile substances such as a
flavour, a cooling agent and nicotine, and then slowly releases same, thereby improving the vaping experience in the
middle and late stages. The adsorption slow-release carrier can also adsorb harmful elements such as lead,
cadmium, mercury, arsenic, nickel and chromium in a complex e-liquid, thereby improving the usage safety of
electronic cigarettes.

EARTH PLANT COMPOSTABLE BIODEGRADABLE SUBSTRATE AND METHOD OF PRODUCING THE SAME
Nº publicación US2022411609A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

SHOWALTER EDWARD [US]

Resumen

An earth plant-based compostable biodegradable composition
for the formation of a bioplastic and method of producing said
resin, the composition comprising: about 17.5 to 45%
ethanol-based green polyethylene by weight, about 20 to 25%
calcium carbonate by weight, about 2 to 12% hemp hurd or soy
protein by weight, about 32 to 45% starch by weight, and about
0.5 to 1% biodegradation additive by weight to enable
biodegradation and composting of the bioplastic; wherein the
composition is produced by first mill grinding the ethanol-based
green polyethylene, calcium carbonate, hemp hurd or soy protein, starch and the biodegradation additive into fine
powders, then mechanically mixing the fine powders one by one into a final mixture for about 5-25 minutes at a time,
dry and without heat, and then heating the final mixture to about 220 to 430 degrees Fahrenheit.

BINDER AND FORMED BODY PRODUCING METHOD
Nº publicación US2022411603A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

SEIKO EPSON CORP [JP]

Resumen

A binder includes an inorganic particle and a binding material particle containing a binding material to mutually bind
fiber by being provided with water, wherein the binder includes a composite particle in which the binding material
particle and the inorganic particle are integrated, and a specific surface area of the inorganic particle is 150 m2/g or
more and 280 m2/g or less.
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RECYCLABLE INSERT FOR SHIPPING CONTAINER
Nº publicación US2022411165A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

VERICOOL WORLD LLC [US]

Resumen

A thermal insulation article for placement in a shipping
container to hold an item includes a thermally insulating pad
shaped to be positioned in a cavity of a rectangular prism
shipping container to be adjacent to and cover one or more of a
floor, four side walls and cover of the container while leaving an
interior space to receive the item. The thermally insulating pad
includes a compostable panel that holds together as a single
unit and is formed primarily of starch, and compostable or
recyclable film forming a pocket and surrounding the panel to
prevent water from reaching the panel within the pocket. The
film is secured to the panel along a portion but not all of the
opposite surfaces of the compostable panel.
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CAPSULE, SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PREPARING A BEVERAGE BY CENTRIFUGATION
Nº publicación US2022411174A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

SOC DES PRODUITS NESTLE S A [CH]

Resumen

Capsule for the preparation of a beverage comprising a
container and a beverage ingredient contained therein, wherein
the container comprises a code adapted for being identified or
read by external reading means, wherein the code is arranged
on the container to be read while the capsule is rotated around
an axis of rotation traversing the capsule.

PACKAGING UNIT WITH RIBS AND METHOD FOR PACKING PRODUCTS
Nº publicación US2022411173A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

HUHTAMAKI MOLDED FIBER TECH B V [NL]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a packaging unit (2) with a
label for products like eggs, and a method there for. The
packaging unit according to the present invention comprises: a
cover part (14) comprising top, front, side and rear surfaces;
and a bottom part (4) comprising a number of compartments
(26) for individual products, and a number of cones (28) that
are positioned between adjacent compartments; wherein the
bottom part comprising a number of ribs (34) extending
between at least some of the compartments, wherein the
bottom part further comprises a groove (48) between adjacent
compartments, and wherein the grooves fire configured to
receive part of the ribs of another packaging unit
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GLOSS COATING LIQUID FOR AUTOMOBILE AND METHOD FOR MAKING THE SAME
Nº publicación KR102482458B1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

주식회사에이오에프

Resumen

본 발명에 따른 자동차용 광택 코팅제는 40 내지 50 중량부의 증류수와, 8 내지 12 중량부의 글리세롤과, 0.5 내지 1
중량부의 에틸렌글리콜과, 25 내지 35 중량부의 실록산과, 0.5 내지 1.5 중량부의 모르폴린과, 0.5 내지 1 중량부의
방부제와, 0.02 내지 0.05 중량부의 착색제와, 2 내지 5 중량부의 착향제를 포함한다. 본 발명에 의한 광택 코팅제는
자동차의 차체 표면과 유리 및 타이어 등 다양한 재질의 내외장재들에 사용이 가능하여, 자동차 관리를 위한 준비
작업이 매우 편리해진다. 또한, 세정과 광택 및 코팅막 형성 작업이 동시에 이루어질 수 있어 작업의 편의성이 현저히
증대될 수 있어, 비전문가에 의해서도 용이하게 차량을 관리할 수 있으며, 형성되는 코팅막의 강도가 높아 광택 유지
시간이 증대될 수 있다. 그리고, 코팅막의 슬립 능력을 증대시켜 미세 스크레치의 발생을 방지할 수 있다.

A waste bag enhanced tensile strength and tear strength
Nº publicación KR102482024B1 28/12/2022
Solicitantes

홍성민

Resumen

본 발명에 따른 쓰레기봉투는 고밀도 폴리에틸렌, 저밀도 폴리에틸렌 및 폴리프로필렌 등의 베이스 수지를 특정 함량
범위로 배합함으로써 성형성을 확보함과 동시에 내외부의 압력으로 인해 발생할 수 있는 찢어짐 현상과 인장강도를
개선할 수 있다. 또한 조성물에 생분해성 수지와 무기입자가 혼합된 생분해 조성물을 더 첨가함으로써 생분해성을
확보함과 동시에 기계적 물성을 더욱 강화할 수 있다.

Composition for Moulded Article of Coffee Grounds Using Marine Natural Binder And Manufacturing Method Using the Same
Nº publicación KR20220168523A 23/12/2022
Solicitantes

강릉원주대학교산학협력단

Resumen

본 발명은 알긴산나트륨, 젤라틴 및 전분의 군에서 선택된 적어도 1종의 천연결착제, 커피박, 코르크, 및 정제수를
포함하는 해양 천연 결착제를 활용한 커피박 성형품용 조성물 및 이를 이용한 성형품의 제조방법을 제공한다.

COMPOSTABLE MATERIAL FOR PACKAGING FOOD PRODUCTS
Nº publicación KR20220166807A 19/12/2022
Solicitantes

루이기라바자에스피에이

Resumen

A compostable material for packaging food products comprising
a coffee-based granular material and at least one binding agent
selected from methylcellulose, methylcellulose derivatives,
mixtures thereof.
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Preparation method of low-cost fully-biodegradable plant fiber starch tableware
Nº publicación FR3124110A1 23/12/2022
Solicitantes

CHINA YUNHONG HOLDINGS CO LTD [CN]
GUOZHONG XINGHE BIOMEDICAL TECH CO LTD [CN]
YUNHONG ENVIRONMENTAL TECH CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

The invention relates to a preparation method of low-cost
fully-biodegradable plant fiber starch tableware, which
comprises the following steps of S1, taking a plant cellulose
material containing scutellaria baicalensis dregs to prepare a
modified plant fiber starch-based blank, S2, sequentially
performing crushing and superfine crushing treatment on the
konjac glucomannan to prepare a colloid adhesive of the
composite deacetylated konjac glucomannan, S3, mixing a
colloid adhesive of composite deacetylated konjac
glucomannan with the modified plant fiber starch-based blank
to form a mixture, and S4, putting the mixture into a forming
mold to be subjected to foaming forming, preparing the
tableware, and acquiring the fully-degradable ecological
tableware. The tableware is good in antibacterial performance,
capable of being fully degraded, low in cost and simple in preparation method.

Procedimiento de obtención de una matriz polimérica bionanocompuesta biodegradable de almidón de yuca con nanopartículas
de celulosa de bagazo de fique y su producto obtenido
Nº publicación CO2022008756A1 30/12/2022
Solicitantes

UNIV DEL CAUCA [CO]

Resumen

La presente invención se refiere a una matriz bionanocompuesta de almidón de yuca con nanopartículas de celulosa
obtenidas de bagazo de fique, el cual es 100% biodegradable con una resistencia a la tensión de aproximadamente
5 MPa y un porcentaje de elongación de aproximadamente 146%. La composición para obtener la matriz
bionanocompuesta biodegradable comprende almidón de yuca en base seca entre el 40% p/p y el 90% p/p,
nanopartículas de celulosa de bagazo de fique en base seca entre el 2% p/p y 20% p/p, plastificante en base al
almidón de yuca en base seca del 40%. Adicionalmente, se desarrolló un procedimiento para obtener una matriz
bionanocompuesta caracterizado porque comprende las etapas de a) Alimentar al extrusor la composición de
almidón de yuca, nanopartículas de celulosa de bagazo de fique y un plastificante; b) Extruir la mezcla en un extrusor
de doble tornillo con un perfil de temperatura de entre 120°C y 160°C a una velocidad de giro de los tornillos entre
150 rpm y 300 rpm; y c) Peletizar el material bionanocompuesto en un equipo pelletizador a una velocidad de giro
entre el 2 rpm y 15 rpm, procedimiento que no necesita adicionar agua para evitar la gelatinización del almidón y
tampoco presenta desgaste en la extrusora, por lo que se puede emplear cualquier extrusora del mercado, además,
no necesita equipos adicionales tal como ocurre en los procedimientos actuales, que deben emplear materiales
costosos que le prolonguen la vida útil a la ex
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HANDLE FOR BOXES WITH A DETAIL IN ELASTIC PAPER MATERIAL
Nº publicación PL3805120T3 27/12/2022
Solicitantes

BRIANPACK S R L [IT]

Resumen

A handle for boxes is provided, which has a detail in elastic
paper material, comprising two sheets (2, 3) of Kraft paper that
are overlapped and joined to each other in which at least one of
the two sheets has an opening (4) from which a strip (5) of
elastic paper material protrudes, in which the strip (5) is locked
at its ends (5a) between the two sheets (2, 3) of paper that are
overlapped and joined, and is composed of a plurality of single
sheets (6) of elastic paper material laminated or otherwise
joined the one on top of the other to achieve a basis weight of
more than 300 g/m2, and in which the elongation of each of the
single sheets (6) of elastic paper material in the processing
direction and in the direction perpendicular to it is greater than
9%.

Behälter für die Zubereitung eines flüssigen Nahrungsmittels.
Nº publicación CH718778A1 30/12/2022
Solicitantes

FLUIDSOLIDS AG [CH]

Resumen

Die vorliegende Anmeldung betrifft Behälter für die Zubereitung eines flüssigen Nahrungsmittels mit einem
kapselförmigen Grundköper mit einem einseitig offenen Hohlraum. Im Hohlraum ist ein Pulver des Nahrungsmittels
eingefüllt. Ferner umfasst der Behälter einen Deckel, mit welchem die offene Seite des Hohlraums verschlossen ist.
Der Grundkörper ist aus einem kompostierbaren Material hergestellt. Das Material umfasst 10 - 90 Gew.-%
mindestens eines Proteinbinders, 2 - 75 Gew.-% mindestens eines Zellulosematerials, 0.1 - 80 Gew.-% Wasser, 0.3 15 Gew.-% mindestens eines Salzes und 0 - 40 Gew.-% eines Zusatzstoffs.
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Preparation method of low-cost fully-biodegradable plant fiber starch tableware
Nº publicación CH718780A2 30/12/2022
Solicitantes

CHINA YUNHONG HOLDINGS CO LTD [CN]
YUNHONG ENVIRONMENTAL TECH CO LTD [CN]
GUOZHONG XINGHE BIOMEDICAL TECH CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

The invention relates to a preparation method of low-cost
fully-biodegradable plant fiber starch tableware, which
comprises the following steps of S1, taking a plant cellulose
material containing scutellaria baicalensis dregs to prepare a
modified plant fiber starch-based blank, S2, sequentially
performing crushing and superfine crushing treatment on the
konjac glucomannan to prepare a colloid adhesive of the
composite deacetylated konjac glucomannan, S3, mixing a
colloid adhesive of composite deacetylated konjac
glucomannan with the modified plant fiber starch-based blank
to form a mixture, and S4, putting the mixture into a forming
mold to be subjected to foaming forming, preparing the
tableware, and acquiring the fully-degradable ecological
tableware. The tableware is good in antibacterial performance,
capable of being fully degraded, low in cost and simple in preparation method.

Production method of low-cost fully-biodegradable disposable straws
Nº publicación FR3124111A1 23/12/2022
Solicitantes

CHINA YUNHONG HOLDINGS CO LTD [CN]
GUOZHONG XINGHE BIOMEDICAL TECH CO LTD [CN]
YUNHONG ENVIRONMENTAL TECH CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

The invention relates to a production method of low-cost fully-biodegradable disposable straws. The production
method comprises the following steps: preparing natural plant powder; preparing deacetylated konjac glucomannan;
performing crosslinking treatment on taro starch and cassava starch; stirring and mixing raw materials to obtain a
mixed raw material, and heating the mixed raw material: adding the heated mixed raw material into a beverage straw
manufacturing unit to obtain a straw crude product; cutting the straw crude product to obtain a plurality of straws; and
carrying out quality inspection, disinfection and packaging on the straws, and finally obtaining the full-biodegradable
straws. The straws are made of full-degradable materials; and through the synergistic effect of the deacetylated
konjac glucomannan, the taro starch and the cassava starch, the straws have good mechanical strength and flexibility
and have the advantages of being high in impact strength, high in temperature resistance and the like.
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A MULTILAYER COVER ELEMENT FOR SEALING CAPSULES FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
Nº publicación JP2022553211A 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

ゴリオソチエタペルアツィオニ

Resumen

A cover element (1) for sealing capsule s (100) for use in
making brewed bevera ges comprises a main layer (2) having a
n inner surface (2a) that faces a housi ng zone (106) of a
capsule (100) for ma king brewed beverages and an outer surf
ace (2b) opposite to the inner surface (2b), the main layer (2)
being made of compostable material; a protective laye r (3)
overlying the outer surface (2b) of the main layer (2); a filtering
laye r (4) underlying the inner surface (2a) of the main layer (2);
at least the ma in layer (2) has a plurality of lines o f weakness
(12) formed on at least one of the surfaces (2a, 2b).

CARBOHYRATE-BASED POLYMERIC MATERIALS
Nº publicación JP2022189913A 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

バイオロジックインコーポレイテッド

Resumen

Described herein are articles including carbohydrate-based
polymeric materials , and methods for forming such articles .
Such articles may exhibit improved su stainability,
biodegradability, increas ed strength, and/or other various
benef icial characteristics. The carbohydrate -based polymeric
material may be formed from one or more starches, a plasticiz
er (e.g., glycerin), and water. The car bohydrate-based
polymeric material may exhibit very low crystallinity characte
rsitics, so as to be substantially amor phous (e.g., having a
crystallinity of no more than 20%, no more than 10%, les s than
10%, etc.). The carbohydrate-bas ed polymeric materials may
be blended w ith non-biodegradable plastics to rende r those
plastic materials now biodegrad able, it may lend increased
strength to the film or other article, it may be b lended with a
sustainable polymeric mat erial (e.g., bioPE or the like) for inc
reased sustainability (e.g., as much as 90% or more), or the
like.
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CAPSULE
Nº publicación JP2022553319A 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

サロングソシエタペルアツィオニ

Resumen

Described is a capsule (1) comprising: - a casing (2) which has
an axis (Z) of longitudinal extension, the casing (2) comprising
a base wall (201) and a lat eral wall (202) defining an open
cavity (203), designed to contain an initial product to be added
to a fluid to obtai n a final product, and a flange edge (2 04)
extending from said lateral wall (2 02); - a covering element (3)
fixed to the flange edge (204) for closing the c avity (203),
which can be perforated by an extraction device of a dispensing
m achine in which the capsule (1) can be used; - a closing
element (4) fixed to the base wall (201) which can be perfor
ated by a fluid injection device of the dispensing machine
comprising piercing blades. The base wall (201) comprises an
edge region (205), which is annular and extends up to the
lateral wall (202 ), a central region (206), and a groove (207),
which is interposed between the central region (206) and the
edge regi on (205) and is shaped to receive the p iercing
blades; and wherein the closing element (4) has a central
portion (401 ), configured for being fixed to the ce ntral region
(206) and an edge portion (402), configured for being fixed to th
e edge region (205), and wherein the ce ntral region (206) and
the edge region (205) extend on respective planes which are
offset from each other along the a xis (Z) in such a way that an
intermedi ate portion (403) of the closing elemen t (4), interposed between the central p ortion (401) and the edge
portion (402) for closing the g

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY COATING FLOWER SLEEVE PAPER, FLOWER SLEEVE, MANUFACTURING METHOD AND
APPLICATION
Nº publicación NL2028861A 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

WUHAN EUDECO CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

The present invention is applicable to the technical ﬁeld of
packaging of fresh ﬂowers and potted green plants, hydroponic
vegetables and provides an environmentally friendly coating
ﬂower bag paper, a paper bag, a manufacturing method and an
application. The ﬂower 10 and plant bag paper comprises a
paper layer and an environmentally friendly coating layer which
is coated on the surface of the paper layer and which can be
heat sealed. The ﬂower bag paper is made into a ﬂower sleeve
by a ﬂower sleeve machine, and the environmentally friendly
coating layer is only 3 g after absolute drying, far less than the
existing 15g of PP ﬁlm or 15g of PE ﬁlm. The environmentally
friendly coating layer of the ﬂower sleeve is 15 relatively easily
degraded and has good waterproofness, so the ﬂower bag can
be degraded by industrial composting. Fig. 1.
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Methods for lowering melt viscosity and improving heat-sealability of polyester and for manufacturing a heat-sealed container or
package
Nº publicación NZ721408A 23/12/2022
Solicitantes

STORA ENSO OYJ

Resumen

The invention relates to methods for lowering the melt viscosity
and thereby improving heat-sealability of a polyester. The
invention also relates to a method for manufacturing a
heat-sealed container or package from fibrous- based,
polyester-coated packaging material, and a method for
heat-sealing polyester. The solution according to the invention
is subjecting polyester to electron beam (EB) radiation. The
lowered melt viscosity allows a lower heat- sealing temperature,
and permits sealing of polyester to an uncoated fibrous surface.
The preferred polyester for the invention is polylactide, as such
or as blended with another polyester.

BIODEGRADABLE LAMINATE AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SAME
Nº publicación WO2022264944A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

KANEKA CORP [JP]

Resumen

This biodegradable laminate includes: a substrate layer; a first thermoplastic resin (A1) layer including a
polyhydroxyalkanoate-based resin, the first thermoplastic resin (A1) layer being laminated on one surface of the
substrate layer; and a second thermoplastic resin (A2) layer including a polyhydroxyalkanoate-based resin, the
second thermoplastic resin (A2) layer being laminated on the other surface of the substrate layer. The weight of the
first thermoplastic resin (A1) layer is 10 g/m2 or greater and 200 g/m2 or less, and the weight of the second
thermoplastic resin (A2) layer is 0.1 g/m2 or greater and 5 g/m2 or less.
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COMPOSITE FILM, COVER MATERIAL, AND COVERED CONTAINER WITH CONTENT
Nº publicación WO2022264815A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

KYODO PRINTING CO LTD [JP]

Resumen

The present invention provides: a composite film that enables a
cover material, which is capable of forming an open hole in a
partial peeling off part before being fully opened, to suppress
the occurrence of defects such as breakage and hole residue at
the time of peeling off for the formation of an open hole, while
achieving a peel strength that enables reliable peeling off; a
cover material which is formed of this composite film; and a
covered container with content. A composite film for forming a
cover material according to the present invention has a specific
configuration that comprises an easily releasable resin layer
and polyester films which are arranged on both surfaces of the
easily releasable resin layer. Specifically, the present invention
provides a composite film 1 which sequentially comprises a first
polyester film layer 8a, an easily releasable resin layer 10 and a
second polyester film layer 8b in this order, wherein: the both
surfaces of the first polyester film layer 8a are not subjected to
a corona treatment; at least a surface of the second polyester
film layer 8b, the surface being in contact with the easily
releasable resin layer 10, is subjected to a corona treatment;
and the components and the composition of the easily
releasable resin layer are set within specific ranges.

Ballaststoffpräparat aus Macaubafrüchten und Verfahren zur Herstellung
Nº publicación DE102021116922A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

FRAUNHOFER GES FORSCHUNG [DE]
INST DE TECNOLOGIA DE ALIMENTOS ITAL [BR]

Resumen

Die vorliegende Erfindung betrifft ein Ballaststoffpräparat sowie ein Verfahren zur Herstellung. Das
Ballaststoffpräparat wird aus Fruchtfleisch von Macaubafrüchten hergestellt und weist einen Ballaststoffgehalt größer
25 Mass.-%, bevorzugt größer 30 Mass.-%, einen Fettgehalt kleiner 20 Mass.-%, bevorzugt kleiner 10 Mass.-%,
einen Wassergehalt kleiner 20 Mass.-%, bevorzugt kleiner 15 Mass.-%, und eine helle Farbe mit einem L*-Wert,
bestimmt gemäß CIE-L*a*b*-Farbmessung, größer 84, bevorzugt größer 90 auf. Das Präparat zeichnet sich dadurch
aus, dass der Anteil an alkohol-wasserlöslichen Substanzen am Ballaststoffpräparat bezogen auf die Masse des
Präparates weniger als 40% beträgt. Das Präparat zeigt gute technofunktionelle und sensorische Eigenschaften, ist
für Lebensmittel, Kosmetika, Heimtiernahrung und technische Applikationen geeignet, und lässt sich kostengünstig
und ohne chemische Modifikation herstellen.

Formkörper oder Beschichtung aus einer Ballaststofffraktion aus Macaubapulpe und Verfahren zur Herstellung der Fraktion
Nº publicación DE102021116923A1 05/01/2023
Solicitantes

FRAUNHOFER GES FORSCHUNG [DE]
INST DE TECNOLOGIA DE ALIMENTOS ITAL [BR]

Resumen

Die Erfindung betrifft einen Formkörper oder eine Beschichtung, der/die wenigstens ein Biopolymer enthält oder aus
wenigstens einem Biopolymer gebildet ist. Das Biopolymer ist ein Ballaststoffpräparat, welches aus Fruchtfleisch von
Macaubafrüchten hergestellt ist und einen Ballaststoffgehalt größer 30 Mass.-%, bevorzugt größer 35 Mass.-%, sowie
einen Fettgehalt kleiner 15 Mass.-%, bevorzugt kleiner 8 Mass.-% aufweist. Dieses Biopolymer eignet sich als
vollwertiger Ersatz erdölbasierter Polymere und ist gleichzeitig biologisch abbaubar.
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HANDLE FOR BOXES WITH A DETAIL IN ELASTIC PAPER MATERIAL
Nº publicación HRP20221305T1 23/12/2022
Solicitantes

BRIANPACK S R L [IT]

Resumen

A handle for boxes is provided, which has a detail in elastic
paper material, comprising two sheets (2, 3) of Kraft paper that
are overlapped and joined to each other in which at least one of
the two sheets has an opening (4) from which a strip (5) of
elastic paper material protrudes, in which the strip (5) is locked
at its ends (5a) between the two sheets (2, 3) of paper that are
overlapped and joined, and is composed of a plurality of single
sheets (6) of elastic paper material laminated or otherwise
joined the one on top of the other to achieve a basis weight of
more than 300 g/m2, and in which the elongation of each of the
single sheets (6) of elastic paper material in the processing
direction and in the direction perpendicular to it is greater than
9%.

BIODEGRADABLE FILM
Nº publicación US2022402249A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

NOVAMONT SPA [IT]

Resumen

This invention relates to a biodegradable film which is particularly suitable for the manufacture of packaging and is
also characterised by high level mechanical properties.
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COMPOSTABLE CELLULOSE-BASED PAPER FOR GAS BARRIER IN PACKAGING MATERIAL
Nº publicación US2022403601A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

MUNKSJOE AHLSTROM OYJ [FI]

Resumen

This invention relates to a compostable cellulose-based paper
having an oxygen transmission rate of less than 10 cm3/(m2
day), when determined at 23° C. and 50% relative humidity, the
compostable cellulose-based paper comprising a continuous
cellulosic fiber matrix that comprises native cellulosic fibers and
non-fibrous cellulosic material, wherein the content of the
non-fibrous cellulosic material in the continuous cellulosic fiber
matrix is of from 15 to 50 wt. %.
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COMPOSTABLE LID FOR SEALING A BEVERAGE CAPSULE OR A BEVERAGE PAD AND CAPSULES AND PADS SEALED
THEREWITH
Nº publicación US2022402669A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

MUNKSJOE AHLSTROM OYJ [FI]

Resumen

This invention relates a compostable lid for sealing a beverage
capsule or a beverage pad wherein the lid comprises a
natural-fiber based support obtainable by: (i) providing a first
fibrous base sheet comprising natural fiber material sensitive to
a gelatinizing agent; (ii) treating the first base sheet with a
gelatinizing agent to give a treated first fibrous base sheet
comprising gelatinized material; (iii) providing a second fibrous
base sheet; (iv) contacting the treated first fibrous base sheet
and the second base sheet with each other; (v) causing at least
partial migration of the gelatinized material from the treated first
fibrous base sheet into the second fibrous base sheet to give a
multilayer product; and (vi) neutralizing and/or washing the
product thus obtained and then drying it.

Card and Gift Packaging with Laminate Strip
Nº publicación US2022402671A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

MULTI PACKAGING SOLUTIONS INC [US]

Resumen

Packaging comprising: (a) a top portion; and (b) a bottom portion connected to and separable from the top portion by
a fold region; wherein the fold region include scoring, perforation, or both to facilitate separation of the top portion and
the bottom portion.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PERSONAL HYGIENE AND BEAUTY PRODUCT PACKAGING
Nº publicación US2022402670A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

HUMAN ESSENTIALS LTD [CA]

Resumen

Disclosed herein are earth-friendly packaging systems and
methods for containing and dispensing consumable products,
such as cosmetics or personal hygiene products. In some
embodiments, a body of the packaging system comprises a
plurality of circumferentially-oriented detachable strips
surrounding a consumable product, wherein individual
detachable strips can be removed as the consumable product
is used.

Compositions Suitable for Making Edible Films or Coatings
Nº publicación US2022402668A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

US AGRICULTURE [US]

Resumen

A composition suitable for making edible films or coatings, the composition comprising a conjugate of bio fiber gum
and whey protein isolate and at least one food grade antimicrobial.
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PAPER SQUEEZE TUBE
Nº publicación US2022402659A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

HSU YU TING [TW]

Resumen

A paper squeeze tube is revealed. The paper squeeze tube
includes a cap, a front tube, a rear tube, and a clamping ring.
The paper squeeze tube is completely made of
environmentally-friendly materials to replace conventional
squeeze tube made of plastic or aluminum. The cap, a front
tube, and a clamping ring are made of biodegradable plant
materials which is mainly formed by bamboo powder. The cap
is connected to a tube body of the front tube while the rear tube
is made of waterproof paper and having an upper end
connected with the front tube. The front tube and the cap work
together to seal the upper end of the rear tube and further form
an intact and sealed paper squeeze tube. The paper squeeze
tube is suitable for substances or commodities such as
toothpaste, engine lubricant, oils, adhesives, and facial
cleanser.

ON DEMAND KIT FOR CUSTOMIZABLE CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITIONS
Nº publicación US2022402166A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

CONSTRUCTION RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY GMBH [DE]

Resumen

A packaged additive for preparing a cementitious composition comprises a water-soluble paper container and at least
one non-liquid additive packaged within the water-soluble paper container. A kit for preparing a hardenable
cementitious composition comprises the packaged additive and a separate packaged base cementitious material.
Also disclosed is a method for preparing a hardenable cementitious composition using the packaged additive and
separate base cementitious material components of the kit, and a method for repairing a flaw in a cementitious
structure using the hardenable cementitious composition prepared with the packaged additive and the separate base
cementitious material.

POUCHED PRODUCT COMPRISING DISSOLVABLE COMPOSITION
Nº publicación US2022400744A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

NICOVENTURES TRADING LTD [GB]

Resumen

A pouched product including an outer water-permeable pouch defining a cavity and a composition configured for oral
use situated within the cavity is provided. The composition is at least partially orally dissolvable, and includes one or
more dissolvable fillers in an amount of at least about 45% by weight, based on the total weight of the composition; a
humectant in an amount up to about 25% by weight, based on the total weight of the composition; and at least one
active ingredient, at least one flavorant, or both at least one active ingredient and at least one flavorant.
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METHODS FOR PRODUCING BIOPOLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES
Nº publicación DK3201346T3 19/12/2022
Solicitantes

EGGPLANT S R L [IT]

Resumen

A bio-derived polymer matrix composite originating from a
single wastewater stream and a method for the production of
such bio-derived polymer matrix composites from a single
wastewater stream are herein disclosed. The process disclosed
allows production of both the bio-derived polymer matrix and
the additive, the main constituents of the composite, at the
same time from a unique wastewater stream source. In a
preferred embodiment, this invention is applied but not limited
to the production of a polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) composite
from a single olive mill wastewater (OMW) stream. An
application of such composites is represented by but not limited
to the use as materials to make agricultural items.

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A FABRIC IMPREGNATED WITH A BINDER COMPOSITION
Nº publicación BR112022023651A2 20/12/2022
Solicitantes

CARGILL INC [US]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a method of producing a fabric
impregnated with an aqueous binder composition of thinned
starch and optionally non-thinned starch. In one aspect, such a
method includes providing an aqueous binder composition;
providing a fabric, applying an aqueous binder composition to
the fabric; and drying the fabric. The invention also relates to
the fabric obtained and the use thereof in bituminous
membrane layer.
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PREPARING A BLEND OF POLYSACCHARIDE AND INGREDIENT
Nº publicación BR112022023363A2 20/12/2022
Solicitantes

CARGILL INC [US]

Resumen

The invention is directed to a method of preparing a blend
comprising a polysaccharide and a water soluble or dispersible
ingredient. More in particular, the invention relates to the
preparation of such blend using a filter centrifuge. The method
of the invention comprises a. feeding a polysaccharide slurry to
a filter centrifuge via a first inlet; b. rotating the filter centrifuge
at a first centrifuge speed to provide a polysaccharide cake; c.
feeding a sprayable ingredient to the filter centrifuge via a
second inlet; and d. spraying the sprayable ingredient onto the
polysaccharide cake while rotating the filter centrifuge at a
second centrifuge speed to produce a blend of the
polysaccharide and the ingredient.

Película alimentaria acondicionadora de alimentos y su procedimiento de fabricación
Nº publicación ES2930646T3 20/12/2022
Solicitantes

INST POLITECNICO DE LEIRIA

BRANCHED SOLUBLE GLUCOSE POLYMERS FOR PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
Nº publicación PL2531531T3 19/12/2022
Solicitantes

ROQUETTE FRERES [FR]

Resumen

The invention relates to branched soluble glucose polymers made of starch having an amylose content of at least 30
wt %, preferably 35 wt % to 80 wt %, having a glycosidic linkage a-1,6 content of 7% to 10%, preferably 8% to 9%,
and a MW of 50,000 to 150,000 daltons, characterised in that said polymers are resistant to pancreatic alpha
amylase, expressed according to a test "B" for a reducing sugar content of 25% to 35%, and a MW of released
products of 6,000 to 12,000 daltons.

PACKAGE CONTAINING WATER-SOLUBLE CAPSULES
Nº publicación ES2930589A2 19/12/2022
Solicitantes

UNILEVER IP HOLDINGS B V [NL]

Resumen

A container for unit dose detergent pouches, said container
comprising a telescopically engaging lid and a base, wherein
said base and top are co-operable so as to form a closed
container and which is openable to access the contents by
pulling them apart, said lid and base comprising a plurality of
unit dose detergent pouches, and wherein said unit dose
detergent pouches comprise fragrance.
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SYSTEM FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
Nº publicación CO2022018136A2 20/12/2022
Solicitantes

CAFFITALY SYSTEM SPA [IT]

Resumen

A system for making beverages comprising a brewing unit (2)
and a capsule (4) containing a powdered food substance (5),
the capsule (4) comprising an outer casing (6) and a
recognition element (11) placed inside the outer casing (6),
wherein the brewing unit (2) comprises a first piercing unit (17),
a lighting device (26) associated with the first piercing unit (17)
for lighting the recognition element (11), a detecting device (13)
configured to detect a return light radiation from the recognition
element (11) and an electronic control unit, wherein, moreover,
the recognition element (11) has a reading surface (12) which
forms a convexity directed towards the detecting device (13).

HIGH-STRENGTH ULTRA-THIN BIODEGRADABLE THIN FILM AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREFOR
Nº publicación JP2022552453A 16/12/2022
Solicitantes

中国石油化工股▲ふん▼有限公司

Resumen

The present invention belongs to the fi eld of biodegradable thin films, and di scloses a biodegradable thin film and a
preparation method therefor. The biode gradable thin film is prepared from a c omposition comprising the following
com ponents: a copolyester prepared by an e xtrusion reaction of a branched aliphat ic - aromatic copolyester derived
from a monomer a, a monomer b, a monomer c a nd a monomer d with an organic peroxide . The thin film can be
completely degra ded into small molecular products such as carbon dioxide and water under natur al or composting
conditions. Moreover, a 4-50 µm thin film can be prepared acc ording to requirements, and the mechani cal properties
thereof can reach or be even better than those of an LDPE polye thylene thin film.

Recyclable and biodegradable packaging for food (Machine-translation by Google Translate, not legally binding)
Nº publicación DK202100074U3 12/12/2022
Solicitantes

GRUPO CELULOSAS MOLDEADAS S L [ES]

Resumen

Recyclable and biodegradable packaging for food, for
accommodation and protection of food during storage, transport
and sale, comprising: - A container (1) container type food
container container and comprising in turn: - at least one
opening (2) for introduction and extraction of food; - a base (4),
- side walls (5) surrounding the base (4) and extending
therefrom in an essentially vertical direction; and - an upper rim
(6), extending from the perimeter edge of the opening (2)
outwards from the upper end of the side walls (5); and - a
closure (3) for temporary closure of the opening (2), consisting
of a sheet of compostable biopolymeric material, which has a
perimeter edge (7) superimposable and fixable on the rim (6) by
heat sealing, the container being characterized in that the
container (1) is made by molding a pulp composed of fibers
from recycled paper. (Machine-translation by Google Translate,
not legally binding)
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WOOD-ENCASED PENCIL
Nº publicación KR20220164803A 13/12/2022
Solicitantes

슈반스타빌로코스메틱스게엠베하운트콤파니카게

Resumen

A description is given of a wood-encased pencil comprising a casing and a core, the casing consisting of wood
material impregnated with a saccharide component, the saccharide component comprising at least one mono-, di- or
oligosaccharide in solution in a vehicle.

Renewable resin composition and product prepared from the same
Nº publicación JP2022552395A 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

グリーンウェイルグローバルカンパニーリミテッド

Resumen

Disclosed are a renewable resin composi tion including 100 parts by weight of c assava starch, 100 to 200 parts by
weig ht of polybutylene succinate (PBS), 20 to 120 parts by weight of polybutylene adipate-co-terephthalate (PBAT),
and 10 to 40 parts by weight of a plasticizer , and a product prepared from the same.

植物性容器
Nº publicación JP2022185864A 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

株式会社Ｊ－オイルミルズ

Resumen

【課題】植物性の油糧原料を使用した植物性容器、及びその製造方法の提供。【解決手
段】植物性の油糧原料とバインダーとを含む組成物から成形された、植物性容器。植物
性容器の製造方法であって、植物性の油糧原料と、バインダーとを混合する工程、及び
植物性の油糧原料とバインダーとの混合物を成形する工程を含む、製造方法。【選択図 】なし

Composición de recubrimiento activo para su aplicación en láminas de material celulósico
Nº publicación ES2930557A1 16/12/2022
Solicitantes

UNIV CARTAGENA POLITECNICA [ES]

PACKAGING TRAY AND PACKAGE INCLUDING THE TRAY
Nº publicación ES2930535T3 16/12/2022
Solicitantes

BACHMANN FORMING AG

Resumen

Die erfindungsgemässe Verpackungsschale umfasst eine aus
einem extrudierten Kunststoffnetz (2) gebildete formstabile
Stützstruktur (5), wobei die Stützstruktur (5) ein oder mehrere
Aufnahmefächer (6) mit jeweils einer Vertiefung zur Aufnahme
der zu verpackenden Ware aufweist.
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eco-friendly shopping bag
Nº publicación KR20220164655A 13/12/2022
Solicitantes

김현주

Resumen

본 발명은 친환경 쇼핑봉투에 관한 것으로서 나뭇잎 쇼핑백과 옥수수,고구마 전분 봉투에 의하여 친환경적으로 물건
구매 후 담아 다닐 수 있게 함으로써 봉투의 사용량이 많아 환경오염에 막대한 영향을 끼치는 문제점을 해소하도록
함으로써 기존의 사용량이 많은데 환경오염에 막대한 영향을 끼치는 것 문제점을 해소 하도록 한 것이다.즉 본 발명은,
쇼핑백에 있어서 친환경적으로 물건 구매후 담아 다닐 수 있게 쇼핑백을 만드는 주재료를 수명이 다한 나뭇잎으로
제작한 나뭇잎 쇼핑백, 친환경적으로 물건 구매 후 담아 다닐 수 있게 쇼핑백을 만드느 주재료를 옥수수 혹은 고구마와
같은 전분을 사용해 제작한 옥수수,고구마 전분 봉투로 구성한 것이다.따라서, 본 발명은 나뭇잎 쇼핑백과
옥수수,고구마 전분 봉투에 의하여 친환경적으로 물건 구매 후 담아 다닐 수 있게 함으로써 봉투의 사용량이 많아
환경오염에 막대한 영향을 끼치는 문제점을 해소하도록 함으로써 기존의 사용량이 많은데 환경오염에 막대한 영향을
끼치는 것 문제점을 해소하도록 한 효과를 갖는 것이다.

吸水性樹脂組成物およびその製造方法ならびに吸収体の製造方法
Nº publicación JP2022185314A 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

株式会社日本触媒

Resumen

【課題】サステナブル原料として多糖類を少なくとも一部に用いた、低コストで、生産
性が高く、操作性の良い簡便な吸水性樹脂組成物の製造方法、および、接着成型性に優
れ、着色が少ない吸水性樹脂組成物を提供する。【解決手段】アクリル酸（塩）を主成
分として含む単量体を、炭化水素分散媒を含む油相中に懸濁させて重合を行う重合工程
、および重合体を炭化水素分散媒から分離する分離工程を含み、デンプン粒子を添加す
る工程をさらに含む、吸水性樹脂組成物の製造方法。【選択図】なし

BIODEGRADABLE SHEET HAVING ANTIVIRAL PROPERTIES, METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING SAME, AND USE THEREOF
Nº publicación WO2022260205A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

BGF ECOBIO [KR]
K B F CO LTD [KR]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a biodegradable sheet having
antiviral properties, a method for manufacturing same, and a
use thereof. The present invention may provide a
biodegradable sheet in which particles of an inorganic antiviral
agent or composite particles of two or more types of inorganic
antiviral agents are dispersed, at a particle size of 100-900 nm,
in a biodegradable polymer resin composed of a polylactic
acid-based polymer or a composite degradable polymer resin
composed of a biodegradable resin and a petrochemical resin,
wherein the particle size of the inorganic antiviral agents is controlled to prevent skin penetration while achieving
excellent antiviral properties. Furthermore, it is possible to provide molded products of personal products or
disposable products, or components, which are applied to personal protective equipment (PPE), formed using the
biodegradable sheet having antiviral properties, and provide molded products such as food containers, medicine
containers, industrial containers, air purifier components, industrial packaging boxes, and packaging materials, having
increased strength.
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BIODEGRADABLE EGG TRAY HAVING ANTIVIRAL PERFORMANCE
Nº publicación WO2022260206A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

BGF ECOBIO [KR]
K B F CO LTD [KR]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a biodegradable egg tray
having antiviral performance. The present invention relates to
an egg tray including: a base plate having one or more concave
egg tray recesses arranged to accommodate eggs; and a
detachable lid for covering the entire egg tray recesses in the
base plate or an integrated lid connected to the base plate and
configured to cover the entire egg tray recesses in the base
plate. The base plate or the base plate and the lid are formed of
a biodegradable sheet prepared by dispersing composite
particles in a raw material resin to a particle size of 100 to 900 nm, the composite particles being obtained by
aggregating inorganic antiviral agents alone or two or more types thereof, the raw material resin being selected from:
a biodegradable polymer resin formed of polylactic acid-based polymer; or a composite degradable polymer resin
formed of a biodegradable resin and a petrochemical resin. Accordingly, the present invention can provide an egg
tray having excellent antiviral performance.

PROCEDIMIENTO DE OBTENCION DE FIBRAS CELOLOSICAS A PARTIR DE DIVERSOS RESIDUOS AGRICOLAS Y
BANDEJA CELULOSICA
Nº publicación ES2930466A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

UNIV CORDOBA [ES]

BIODEGRADABLE SHEET WITH ANTIVIRAL PROPERTIES, MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF, AND USE THEREOF
Nº publicación US2022394980A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

BGF ECOBIO [KR]
K B F CO LTD [KR]

Resumen

Provided are a biodegradable sheet with antiviral properties, a manufacturing method thereof, and the use thereof.
The biodegradable sheet comprises: a biodegradable polymer resin consisting of a polylactic acid-based polymer; or
a composite degradable polymer resin comprising of a biodegradable resin and a petrochemical resin; and particles
of an inorganic antiviral agent or aggregated composite particles of at least two inorganic antiviral agents incorporated
into the biodegradable sheet so that the inorganic antiviral agent can be dispersed with a particle size of 100 to 900
nm.

REINFORCED BIODEGRADABLE POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITE AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE THEREOF
Nº publicación US2022396686A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

TORAPHENE LTD [GB]

Resumen

Disclosed is a reinforced biodegradable polymer nanocomposite. The reinforced biodegradable polymer
nanocomposite comprises a polymer matrix and functionalised graphene nanoplatelets or graphene-like material
dispersed in the polymer matrix. The graphene nanoplatelets or graphene-like material are functionalized with
functional groups in a manner that planar structure of the graphene nanoplatelets or graphene-like material is
retained. Disclosed further is a method of manufacturing the aforementioned reinforced biodegradable polymer
nanocomposite. The method comprises functionalizing graphene nanoplatelets or graphene-like material with
functional groups in a manner that planar structure of the graphene nanoplatelets or graphene-like material is
retained; and dispersing functionalized graphene nanoplatelets or graphene-like material in the polymer matrix to form
the reinforced biodegradable polymer nanocomposite.

BIODEGRADABLE POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITE AND METHOD FOR PRODUCTION THEREOF
Nº publicación US2022396685A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

TORAPHENE LTD [GB]

Resumen

Disclosed is a method for producing biodegradable polymer nanocomposite, the method comprising dispersing a
plurality of graphene nanoplatelets into a matrix of biodegradable polymer and extruding the matrix of biodegradable
polymer containing the plurality of graphene nanoplatelets to obtain the biodegradable polymer nanocomposite.
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BIODEGRADABLE CONTAINER
Nº publicación US2022396405A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

TORAPHENE LTD [GB]

Resumen

Disclosed is a biodegradable container comprising a biodegradable material and a reinforced barrier film coated onto
the biodegradable material, wherein the reinforced barrier film comprises graphene nanoplatelets dispersed in a
biodegradable polymeric substrate.

COMPOSITION COMPRISING POLYESTER AND MODIFIED SOFTWOOD LIGNIN
Nº publicación BR112022022421A2 13/12/2022
Solicitantes

LIGNIN IND AB [SE]

Resumen

The present invention discloses a composition that may be extruded and/or injection moulded, comprising a
chemically modified softwood lignin and a polyester selected from PBS (PolyButylene Succinate), PBAT
(PolyButylene Adipate Terephthalate) and PCL (PolyCaproLactone) or mixtures thereof. The chemically modified
softwood lignin constitutes 10 to 25 weight-% of the total weight of the composition.

METHOD FOR MAKING PAPERBOARD CUPS COATED WITH BIODEGRADABLE GLAZE
Nº publicación LT3456528T 12/12/2022
Solicitantes

C E E CIE EUROPEENNE DES EMBALLAGES ROBERT SCHISLER [FR]

Resumen

A method is proposed for manufacturing a cup intended for
containing a food beverage. The method includes cutting out at
least one sheet of coated paperboard to form a side wall and a
bottom and joining the sheets thus cut out by heat-sealing to
form the cup. The at least one paperboard sheet is coated on at
least the interior side of the cup with a biodegradable varnish
according to a coating/spreading technique. In this way, the cup
is easy to manufacture, and complies with environmental
standards in being easy to recycle and compost, even at home.
Thus, the biodegradable varnish does not disturb or pollute the
operation of the pulper used in the paper industry.

WATER SOLUBLE NONWOVEN WEBS FOR PACKAGING HARSH CHEMICALS
Nº publicación JP2022551421A 09/12/2022
Solicitantes

モノソルリミテッドライアビリティカンパニー

Resumen

Disclosed herein are unit dose articles comprising a packet with an outer wall which comprises a nonwoven web
compris ing sulfonate modified PVOH fiber formi ng materials and/or a blend of fiber fo rming materials comprising
polyvinylpyr rolidone and a sulfonate modified PVOH, carboxyl modified PVOH, or both. Also disclosed herein, are
said unit dose ar ticles comprising a composition includi ng a harsh chemical.
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WÄRMEDÄMMENDER ISOLIERBEHÄLTER
Nº publicación AT525089A4 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

ECOPAX E U [AT]

Resumen

Die Erfindung betrifft ein Wärmedämmender Isolierbehälter zum Transport und Aufbewahrung von Gegenständen,
wobei der Isolierbehälter eine gewichtskraftaufnehmende Außenhülle (2) mit zumindest drei Seitenhüllenwänden (9)
und einer Bodenhüllenwand, und eine thermisch isolierende Einlage aufweist, welche in der Außenhülle (2)
angeordnet ist, wobei die Einlage (1) zumindest drei, vorzugsweise vier Seitenwände (6) aufweist, die zumindest
teilweise an den Seitenhüllenwänden (9) der Außenhülle (2) angeordnet sind, und wobei die Einlage zumindest eine
Bodenwand (8) und eine Deckelwand aufweist und die Bodenwand (8) an der Bodenhüllenwand der Außenhülle (2)
angeordnet ist, und die Deckelwand der Bodenwand (8) gegenüberliegend angeordnet ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Seitenwände (6) der Einlage einen gemeinsamen Schlauchbeutel (1) aufweisen, dass die Seitenwände (6)
durch Steppnähte im Schlauchbeutel (1) voneinander zumindest teilweise abgegrenzt sind, dass der Schlauchbeutel
(1) mit einem Dämmmaterial gefüllt ist und dass die Bodenwand (8) und die Deckelwand vom Schlauchbeutel (1) der
Seitenwände (6) getrennt sind.

BIODEGRADABLE THERMOPLASTIC FILM BASED ON CASEIN AND/OR CASEINATE AND GELATIN
Nº publicación WO2022269196A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

LACTIPS [FR]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a biodegradable thermoplastic
film comprising casein and/or caseinate, and gelatin. The
purpose of the invention is to provide a biodegradable
thermoplastic film having improved mechanical properties,
and/or having a compressive strength of at least 300 N, and/or
which can be used for packaging liquid detergents. This is
achieved by the film according to the invention which comprises
(in % by weight): a. between 10 and 55% casein and/or
caseinate; b. between 10 and 55% gelatin; c. between 5 and
15% water; d. between 15 and 25% of at least one plasticiser;
and e. optionally, between 0.1 and 8% of a hydrophobic agent.
The invention further relates to a method for manufacturing the
film according to the invention, and to a method for packaging a
product using the film according to the invention.
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Paper squeeze tube
Nº publicación GB2608010A 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

YU TING HSU [TW]

Resumen

A paper squeeze tube made from plant material comprises a
cap 10, with at least one first thread on it’s inner surface; a front
tube 20, having a hollow tube body 21, joined to a connecting
segment 22, having an end plate 221 on one side and a circular
portion 222 on the opposite side, the tube body has at least one
second thread 23 to engage with the thread in the cap, the
circular portion has a circular groove 24 on it’s outer side; a
hollow rear tube 30 made from waterproof paper includes an
upper end 31 connected with the connecting segment of the
front tube and a closed lower end 34; and a clamping ring 40,
placed in the circular groove to press and tighten the upper end
of the rear tube in the groove. The end plate may be circular or
ellipse in shape. The rear tube may include two layers - a
waterproof layer and an outer layer made of fiber paper. The
waterproof layer may be made from poly(lactic acid) film. The
clamping ring may be made up of two clamping members 41,
42, which form a ring, and may be attached together by
adhesives.
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METHOD FOR PROCESSING A MIX OF MISCANTHUS FIBERS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A BIO PLASTIC COMPOSITE
Nº publicación EP4101877A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

NNRGY B V [NL]

Resumen

The invention relates to a method for processing a mix of
lignocellulose fibers, such as miscanthus or sorghum fibers, for
the production of a bio-based composite, comprising the steps
of:- harvesting lignocellulosic crops and processing the
harvested lignocellulosic crops to obtain a raw mix of
lignocellulose fibers,- separating the raw mix of lignocellulose
fibers, such as by sieving or grinding, into a first fraction (f1)
comprising a mix of fibers having a fiber size of approximately <
s1 and having first physical/chemical properties and a second
fraction (f2) comprising a mix of fibers having a fiber size of
approximately > s1 and having second physical/chemical
properties being different from the first physical/chemical
properties,- mixing the fibers of the first fraction (f1) or the fibers
of the second fraction (f2) with a binding agent (3),- letting the
binding agent harden, to obtain the bio-based composite.

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING GELATINISED BLENDS OF THERMALLY MODIFIED STARCHES
Nº publicación WO2022258934A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

ROQUETTE FRERES [FR]

Resumen

The invention relates to a method for preparing a gelatinised blend of at least two thermally modified starches,
wherein the starches are granular starches of different botanical origins, which method comprises the steps of: 1.
Preparing a starch milk containing at least two starches of different botanical origins, 2. Treating the thus-obtained
milk under alkaline conditions and subsequently dehydrating and heat treating same for a duration of time and at a
temperature suitable for obtaining a blend of thermally modified starches, 3. Pre-gelatinising the mixture using a
method that causes the granular structure of the starches to break down.
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METHOD FOR MODIFYING STARCH BY HYDROTHERMAL TREATMENT, STARCH OBTAINED BY THIS METHOD AND USES
THEREOF
Nº publicación WO2022258919A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

INNOVI [FR]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a method for modifying starch
by hydrothermal treatment, the modified starch obtained by this
method and uses thereof.

MOULDED BODY WITH CONNECTING ELEMENT
Nº publicación WO2022258707A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

PAPACKS SALES GMBH [DE]

Resumen

The invention relates to a moulded body made of fibrous
material with a connecting element (11"'). In order to achieve a
particularly firm anchoring of the connecting element (11"') in
the fibrous material of the moulded body, the connecting
element (11"') has a connecting wall (17) with openings (18)
through which the fibrous material of the moulded body
projects.
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STARCH COMPOSITE FOR BINDING FIBERS, FIBER STRUCTURE, AND FIBER STRUCTURE-MANUFACTURING
APPARATUS
Nº publicación EP4105275A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

SEIKO EPSON CORP [JP]

Resumen

A fiber structure-manufacturing method comprising:
accumulating a mixture comprising fibers and starch particles
coated with inorganic particles in air; humidifying and molding
the mixture.

BINDER AND FORMED BODY PRODUCING METHOD
Nº publicación EP4112813A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

SEIKO EPSON CORP [JP]

Resumen

A binder includes an inorganic particle and a binding material
particle containing a binding material to mutually bind fiber by
being provided with water, wherein the binder includes a
composite particle in which the binding material particle and the
inorganic particle are integrated, and a specific surface area of
the inorganic particle is 150 m2/g or more and 280 m2/g or
less.
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FORMED BODY PRODUCING METHOD
Nº publicación EP4112811A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

SEIKO EPSON CORP [JP]

Resumen

A formed body producing method including an accumulating
step of accumulating a mixture including fiber and starch, a
humidifying step of providing the accumulated mixture with
water, and a forming step of obtaining a formed body by
heating and pressurizing the mixture provided with water,
wherein a gelatinization temperature of the starch is 60° C. or
lower.

PAPER MATERIAL FOR FLUID CONTAINERS HAVING CHARACTERISTICS OF CALIBRATED FRAGILITY AND RIGIDITY AND
A BARRIER PROPERTY
Nº publicación WO2022268856A1 29/12/2022
Solicitantes

GRUPPO CORDENONS S P A [IT]

Resumen

A paper material, comprising a base substrate having the following formulation: - a mixture of cellulose fibres, cotton
fibres and synthetic fibres, between 50% and 80% by weight - at least one polymeric substance, between 1% and
10% by weight - at least one inorganic filler, between 10% and 50% by weight - at least one polyol and/or acrylic
polymer and/or starch, between 1% and 10% by weight - aluminium salts, between 1% and 30% by weight the
aluminium salts, the at least one polyol and/or acrylic polymer and/or starch being present in at least one surface of
the paper material.

SYNTHESIS OF VINYLATED HYDROXY ESTERS WITH APPLICABILITY IN SIGNAL ENHANCED MAGNETIC RESONANCE
IMAGING
Nº publicación WO2022263620A1 22/12/2022
Solicitantes

MAX PLANCK GESELLSCHAFT [DE]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a method for preparing a compound suitable for signal enhanced magnetic
resonance imaging comprising the steps of vinylating a mono-, di- or tricarboxylic acid comprising a moiety -Q-Z with
Q being O or N and Z being a protecting group by using vinyl acetate, cleaving Z, and if Z has not already been
converted into an alcohol upon cleavage, converting Q into an alcohol either by using nitrite or by converting Q into
bromine followed by hydrolysis yielding a vinyl hydroxy ester. The compounds used may be partly or fully deuterated.
Furthermore, the present invention relates to a vinyl hydroxy ester as well as an intermediate of its synthesis, wherein
the vinyl moiety of the vinyl hydroxy ester and of the intermediate is partly or fully deuterated.
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PAPER SQUEEZE TUBE
Nº publicación EP4105139A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

HSU YU TING [TW]

Resumen

A paper squeeze tube is revealed. The paper squeeze tube
includes a cap, a front tube, a rear tube, and a clamping ring.
The paper squeeze tube is completely made of
environmentally-friendly materials to replace conventional
squeeze tube made of plastic or aluminum. The cap, a front
tube, and a clamping ring are made of biodegradable plant
materials which is mainly formed by bamboo powder. The cap
is connected to a tube body of the front tube while the rear tube
is made of waterproof paper and having an upper end
connected with the front tube. The front tube and the cap work
together to seal the upper end of the rear tube and further form
an intact and sealed paper squeeze tube. The paper squeeze
tube is suitable for substances or commodities such as
toothpaste, engine lubricant, oils, adhesives, and facial
cleanser.

STABLE BIODEGRADABLE CONTAINER
Nº publicación WO2022258696A2 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

PAPACKS SALES GMBH [DE]

Resumen

The invention relates to a container (1) having a vessel (2)
which comprises at least one opening (7) and a bottom (3) and
is made of fibrous material, and having a cover (10) for the
opening (7), wherein the vessel (2) has a biodegradable
coating. The invention also relates to a method for producing
the container (1). The aim of the invention is to provide a
container (1) which is formed exclusively by biodegradable
components, has high gas-tightness and high mechanical
stability, and the production of which is particularly flexible and
economical. The aim is achieved in that the vessel (2)
comprises a biodegradable, cured impregnation which has an
at least locally structurally reinforcing effect on the vessel (2).
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BIODEGRADABLE VESSEL
Nº publicación WO2022258697A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

PAPACKS SALES GMBH [DE]

Resumen

The invention relates to a vessel (1) having a container (2)
which is made of fibrous material and has at least one opening
(7), and a cover (10) for the opening (7), wherein the container
(2) has a biodegradable coating. The problem addressed is that
of providing a vessel (1) which is formed exclusively from
biodegradable constituents and has high gastightness and high
mechanical stability, and the production of which is particularly
flexible and inexpensive. This object is achieved in accordance
with the invention by arrangement, on the container (2), of an
injection-moulded connection element (11) which is made of
biodegradable material and locally reinforces the container (2)
at least in the region of the opening (7).

DIMENSIONALLY STABLE ADHESIVE COMPOSITION CONTAINING ENZYMATICALLY MODIFIED STARCH
Nº publicación WO2022258377A1 15/12/2022
Solicitantes

HENKEL AG & CO KGAA [DE]

Resumen

The invention relates to a dimensionally stable adhesive composition comprising enzymatically modified starch and to
the use of the adhesive composition as a glue stick.

POLYLACTIDE STEREOCOMPLEX AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREFOR
Nº publicación EP4108702A1 28/12/2022
Solicitantes

LG CHEMICAL LTD [KR]

Resumen

Provided are a polylactate stereocomplex exhibiting excellent heat resistance and remarkably improved elongation
characteristics while maintaining biodegradability, and a preparation method thereof.

Method for producing low-cost fully biodegradable disposable straw
Nº publicación GB2608202A 28/12/2022
Solicitantes

YUNHONG ENVIRONMENTAL TECH CO LTD [CN]
CHINA YUNHONG HOLDINGS CO LTD [CN]
GUOZHONG XINGHE BIOMEDICAL TECH CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

Biodegradable disposable straw production comprises pulverizing natural plant material to prepare a powder,
pulverizing konjac gel, followed by swelling in water and stirring to obtain a swollen konjac gel. Water and Calcium
hydroxide are added and stirred to produce a deacetylated konjac gel. Sodium hydroxide solution is added to a taro
starch-cassava starch mixture and mixed, heated and filtered to obtain a taro starch-cassava starch crude product.
Water is added to obtain a starch slurry, sodium sulphate added then stirred. The PH of the slurry is adjusted and
crosslinker added. The starch slurry is subjected to ultrasonic and microwave treatment in a water bath and PH
adjusted again. The slurry is washed with distilled water then dried in an oven and pulverised to obtain a crosslinked
taro starch-cassava starch powder. The crosslinked taro starch-cassava starch powder, deacetylated konjac gel, a
natural plant powder, a bio-based biodegradable plastic, a stabilizer and a nucleation agent are mixed by stirring to
obtain a raw material mixture, which is heated, fed to a beverage straw manufacturing machine. This is followed by
extrusion, cooling forming, traction and cutting to obtain a straw crude product. Quality inspection, disinfection and
packaging also takes place.
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Method for preparing low-cost fully-biodegradable plant fiber starch tableware
Nº publicación GB2608203A 28/12/2022
Solicitantes

CHINA YUNHONG HOLDINGS CO LTD [CN]
GUOZHONG XINGHE BIOMEDICAL TECH CO LTD [CN]
YUNHONG ENVIRONMENTAL TECH CO LTD [CN]

Resumen

A method for preparing a low-cost fully-biodegradable plant
fiber starch tableware, comprising: (S1) adding water into a
plant cellulose material containing Scutellaria baicalensis dregs,
filtering to collect a solid residue, and subjecting the residue to
drying, pulverizing, sieving and ultrafine pulverization; adding a
starch adhesive and bio-degrading enzyme, and feeding to a
twin-screw extruder for extrusion to obtain a modified plant fiber
starch blank; (S2) subjecting konjac gum to pulverization and
ultrafine pulverization, swelling the pulverized konjac gum in
water to obtain a swollen konjac gum, separately adding water
and Ca(OH)2 into the swollen konjac gum, and adding an
adhesive to obtain a deacetylated konjac gum-compounded
colloidal adhesive; (S3) mixing the colloidal adhesive with the
modified plant fiber starch blank, and adding an antibacterial
agent, stabiliser, foaming promoter, dispersant and mold release agent, with quantitative division after stirring to
obtain a mixture; (S4) subjecting the mixture to foam molding to obtain the plant fiber starch tableware.

DISPENSING APPARATUS
Nº publicación EP4101786A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

ROCEP LUSOL HOLDINGS [GB]

Resumen

A pressure pack dispenser (100) for dispensing a product
comprises a cylindrical container (401) with a product outlet
through which the product is dispensed, a composite piston
(408) movably mounted within the container, and a pressurised
propellant. The composite piston comprises a first upper piston
(409A) coupled to a second lower piston (409B) to permit
limited relative axial movement and a viscous sealant material
(410) located between the first and second pistons. The
propellant comprises a compressed gas which remains in the
gaseous phase as the piston (408) moves from a first full
position to a second exhausted position, or a mixture of a liquid
propellant and a compressed gas selected such that in the full
position the mixture is at a pressure greater than the vapour
pressure of the liquid propellant.A clearance is provided
between the second lower piston (409B) and the container wall
(401A) which is filled with the sealant (410) as the composite
piston moves to expel product. The viscosity of the sealant and
clearance are selected such that a thin film of viscous sealant
material (410A) is left on the container wall of the propellant
chamber, thereby reducing friction between the composite
piston (408) and the container wall (401A). The sealant (410)
preferably comprises a mixture of glycerine and starch, and has
a viscosity of less than 100 poise and less than 4000 poise at
20°C.
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METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MOULDED ARTICLES FROM MANY LAYERS OF PAPER, MOULDED ARTICLE MADE
FROM PAPER AND DEVICE FOR PRODUCING THE SAME
Nº publicación EP4105383A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

SCAFA THERMOFORMING GMBH [DE]

Resumen

Vorgestellt wird ein Verfahren zur Herstellung von Formkörpern aus mehrlagigem Papier, das ohne nachträgliche
Trocknungsschritte auskommt und mit dem es dennoch möglich ist, vollständig kompostierbare Formkörper
herzustellen, die hinsichtlich ihrer Formgebung nicht auf flache Winkel zwischen flächigen Bereichen beschränkt sind,
sowie ein entsprechender Formkörper aus Papier und eine Vorrichtung zur Durchführung des Verfahrens.

MULTILAYER MATERIAL USEFUL AS PACKAGING, COMPRISING A LAYER OF CELLULOSIC MATERIAL AND A LAYER OF
MATERIAL COMPRISING AT LEAST ONE MOINS ONE CASEIN AND/OR AT LEAST ONE CASEINATE
Nº publicación FR3124429A1 30/12/2022
Solicitantes

LACTIPS [FR]

Resumen

The present invention resides in the field of multilayer materials that can be used as packaging. The aim of the
invention is to provide a material based on cellulosic materials that is recyclable, biobased/biodegradable, and/or has
improved barrier properties and that can be used as packaging, for example in the food sector, and that preferably is
easy to produce. In particular, the present invention concerns a multilayer material comprising a layer of cellulosic
material A and a layer of material B comprising at least one casein and/or at least one caseinate, water, and at least
one plasticizer other than water, and optionally gelatine. The invention also concerns the packaging made from this
material, a product packaged with this packaging, and the production of this material.

BIODEGRADABLE THERMOPLASTIC FILM BASED ON CASEIN AND/OR CASEINATE AND GELATIN
Nº publicación FR3124511A1 30/12/2022
Solicitantes

LACTIPS [FR]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a biodegradable thermoplastic film comprising casein and/or caseinate, and gelatin.
The purpose of the invention is to provide a biodegradable thermoplastic film having improved mechanical properties,
and/or having a compressive strength of at least 300 N, and/or which can be used for packaging liquid detergents.
This is achieved by the film according to the invention which comprises (in % by weight): a. between 10 and 55%
casein and/or caseinate; b. between 10 and 55% gelatin; c. between 5 and 15% water; d. between 15 and 25% of at
least one plasticiser; and e. optionally, between 0.1 and 8% of a hydrophobic agent. The invention further relates to a
method for manufacturing the film according to the invention, and to a method for packaging a product using the film
according to the invention.

COMPOSTABLE ANTI-MICROBIAL FILM AND METHOD OF APPLYING FILM TO PACKAGING
Nº publicación EP4110860A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

IMPACTFUL HEALTH RES AND DEVELOPMENT INC [CA]

Resumen

The present disclosure relates to anti-microbial film, and more
particularly to anti-microbial film for packaging of a perishable
item. According to an aspect, the present disclosure is directed
to a packaging film comprising a polymer film having a surface,
and an antimicrobial agent chemically linked to the surface.
According to an aspect, the present disclosure is directed to a method of preparing a packaging film, the method
comprising: (a) providing a polymer film having a surface; (b) modifying the surface by UV, plasma or corona
treatment; and (c) chemically linking an antimicrobial agent to the modified surface. In an embodiment, the packaging
film may be used in packaging for a perishable item.

WATER-RESISTANT MULTILAYERED CELLULOSE-BASED SUBSTRATE
Nº publicación EP4107329A1 28/12/2022
Solicitantes

STORA ENSO OYJ [FI]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a multilayered cellulose-based substrate, comprising a cellulose-based first layer,
and a cellulose-based second layer in contact with said first layer, wherein said substrate has a basis weight above
85 g/m2, wherein said first layer comprises an internal sizing agent, and wherein said second layer has been
subjected to grafting with a fatty acid halide through the entire thickness of said second layer. The invention further
relates to a method for manufacturing the multilayered cellulose-based substrate.
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METHOD FOR PRODUCING ALIPHATIC-AROMATIC POLYESTER
Nº publicación EP4105258A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

MITSUBISHI CHEM CORP [JP]

Resumen

Provided is a method for producing an aliphatic-aromatic polyester, such as PBST, by an esterification and/or
transesterification reaction and a polycondensation reaction, the method being capable of reducing the insufficiency in
the degree of crystallization in the related art and capable of producing an aliphatic-aromatic polyester having a high
degree of crystallinity. A method for producing an aliphatic-aromatic polyester, the method including subjecting an
aliphatic diol component, an aliphatic dicarboxylic acid component, and an aromatic dicarboxylic acid component that
serve as raw materials to an esterification and/or transesterification reaction and a polycondensation reaction
subsequent to the esterification and/or transesterification reaction in a presence of a catalyst, wherein, while the
aliphatic-aromatic polyester is produced, a nucleating agent that satisfies a condition represented by Formula (1)
below is present in a reaction system. 0°C < Tm<1> - Tm<2> ≤ 100°C ... (1) Tm<1>: a melting point (°C) of the
nucleating agent, Tm<2>: a melting point (°C) of the aliphatic-aromatic polyester

MODULAR CONTAINER WITH IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
Nº publicación EP4103489A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

ECOLOGIC BRANDS INC [US]

Resumen

A container includes: a pulp-formed shell configured to contain
a material therein, the pulp-formed shell having an opening
through which the material may pass, the pulp-formed shell
being formed from a first material; and, a collar having one or
more engagement features configured to engage at least a
portion of the pulp-formed shell by pinching, indenting,
deforming, or any combination of pinching, indenting and
deforming, at least a portion of the pulp-formed shell, the collar
being formed from a second material.

COMPOSITION FOR MANUFACTURING PAPER AND METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING PAPER HAVING IMPROVED WET
STRENGTH
Nº publicación EP4105382A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

CJ CHEILJEDANG CORP [KR]

Resumen

The present application relates to a composition for manufacturing paper and a method for manufacturing paper using
same. The composition for manufacturing paper of the present application comprises a pulp fiber and a polymer fiber,
and the content ratio between the pulp fiber and the polymer fiber is 50:50 to 95:5.

WATER-SOLUBLE FILM FOR LIQUID DETERGENT-PACKAGING CAPSULE
Nº publicación EP4105140A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

AICELLO CORP [JP]

Resumen

Provided is a water-soluble film that is for a liquid detergent-packaging capsule and that does not cause discoloration
such as yellowing due to heating and coloring due to contact with a liquid detergent contained in the capsule, and can
prevent precipitate of inorganic salts such as sulfites and sulfates contained in the packaging capsule or the liquid
detergent, and prevent whitening due to such precipitate, and can maintain the haptics of the packaging capsule
containing the liquid detergent and keep a good appearance thereof over time.A water-soluble film for a liquid
detergent-packaging capsule is a water-soluble film for a packaging capsule in which a liquid detergent is sealed, and
is characterized by containing an anionic-group modified polyvinyl alcohol resin, a plasticizer including glycerin and
sorbitol at a mass ratio of 1 : 2.1 to 5.3, and a sulfite, and is characterized in that the total contained amount of the
glycerin and the sorbitol is 21-39 parts by mass, and the contained amount of the sulfite is 0.1-1.9 parts by mass, with
respect to 100 parts by mass of the anionic-group modified polyvinyl alcohol resin.
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SEEDLING-GROWING POT BODY WITH LONG-TERM STABILITY, AND DECOMPOSITION PROMOTION METHOD
THEREFOR
Nº publicación EP4101642A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

NIPPON BEET SUGAR MFG [JP]
TOPPAN INC [JP]
NAT AGRICULTURE & FOOD RES ORG [JP]
GOYO PAPER WORKING CO LTD [JP]

Resumen

[Problem to be Solved] Provided is a nursery pot body having
stability over time, exhibiting suppressed decomposition during
seedling raising, maintaining sufficient strength at the time of
planting, and being rapidly degraded after planting in a field
through enzyme treatment immediately before and/or
immediately after planting.[Solution] Base paper for a nursery
pot body is characterized in that a biodegradable resin layer is
provided on at least one surface of a paper substrate, wherein
the biodegradable resin layer contains at least 15 mass% of a
polylactic acid relative to 100 mass% of a biodegradable resin
composition, and a nursery pot body is produced by molding
the base paper.

RESIN COMPOSITION
Nº publicación EP4101886A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

PLANTIC TECH LTD [AU]

Resumen

Provided is a resin composition capable of forming a coated
product that exhibits low adhesion to a metal roll during
production and is superior in oxygen barrier property and
capable of forming a film or sheet superior in oxygen barrier
property, impact strength under low humidity and color tone.
The resin composition of the present invention contains 50 to
98 parts by mass of a modified starch (A), 2 to 50 parts by
mass of a polyvinyl alcohol (B), 0.1 to 10 parts by mass of a
polyoxyalkylene (C), and optionally 0 to 5 parts of a polyol
plasticizer (D), wherein the total content of the (A), (B), (C) and
(D) is 100 parts by mass.
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METHOD FOR MODIFYING STARCH BY HYDROTHERMAL TREATMENT, STARCH OBTAINED BY THIS METHOD AND USES
THEREOF
Nº publicación FR3123652A1 09/12/2022
Solicitantes

INNOVI [FR]

Resumen

The present invention relates to a method for modifying starch
by hydrothermal treatment, the modified starch obtained by this
method and uses thereof.

FOOD PACKAGING
Nº publicación EP4101632A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

ORGANICPAC [FR]

Resumen

Emballage alimentaire, compostable, biodégradable et scellable, notamment de type barquette, comprenant une
base (1) de fibre moulée de biomasse, recouverte d'un film barrière de protection contre les gaz et les liquides,
caractérisé en ce que ledit film barrière de protection comprend au moins une couche de nanofibre de cellulose.

DIMENSIONALLY STABLE ADHESIVE COMPOSITION CONTAINING ENZYMATICALLY MODIFIED STARCH
Nº publicación EP4101885A1 14/12/2022
Solicitantes

HENKEL AG & CO KGAA [DE]

Resumen

The invention relates to a dimensionally stable adhesive composition comprising enzymatically modified starch and to
the use of the adhesive composition as a glue stick.
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A CONTAINER FOR CONTAINING AND DISPENSING SEMI-LIQUID SUBSTANCES AND KIT COMPRISING SAID CONTAINER
Nº publicación EP4110704A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

UNIFARCO S P A [IT]

Resumen

A container (1) for containing and dispensing semi-liquid
substances comprising: a bag-like body (2) made of a
compostable biodegradable material and configured to contain
a semi-liquid substance, said bag-like body (2) has a
dispensing portion (23) that can be pierced to define a
dispensing opening; a support body (3) made of a compostable
biodegradable material and whose stiffness is greater than the
stiffness of the bag-like body (2), said support body (3) is
located outside said bag-like body (2) and is coupled to said
bag-like body (2) so to at least partially cover it; the bag-type
body (2) and the support body (3) are able to be pressed to
dispense the semi-liquid substance through the dispensing
opening.

BIODEGRADABLE MULTI-PACK CARRIERS
Nº publicación EP4110867A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS [US]

Resumen

A biodegradable flexible container carrier is formed using a a
biodegradable plastic material that defines an array of
apertures for receiving beverage containers. The biodegradable
plastic material includes at least one of a) a polyolefin mixed
with a prodegradant additive, b) a polyolefin extruded with a
biodegradable co-resin, and c) a biodegradable structural
polymer.

UNIT DOSES FOR RELEASING AN AQUEOUS FORMULATION
Nº publicación EP4110706A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

MELCHIOR MAT AND LIFE SCIENCE FRANCE [FR]

Resumen

The invention relates to biodegradable unit doses intended to contain, store, preserve, transport and dispense an
aqueous formulation. The doses comprise a shell containing the aqueous formulation, which is made of a material
comprising a mixture of biodegradable polymers A and B, such that: - biodegradable polymer A is a thermoplastic
polymer having a glass transition temperature of less than 0°C and - the biodegradable polymer B is a thermoplastic
polymer having a glass transition temperature greater than 50°C, characterised in that the unit dose is spherically
shaped comprising two poles and an equatorial area, - the equatorial area corresponding to a junction of the two
hemispheres and - the shell having at least one line of circumferential weakness, or even two lines of circumferential
weakness, located between the equatorial area and one or both poles.
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A PACKAGING ITEM
Nº publicación EP4110991A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

NOTPLA LTD [GB]

Resumen

The invention relates to a greaseproof and waterproof
packaging item comprising a composite material, the material
comprising a fibre substrate and a cross-linked naturally
derived polysaccharide.

CLOSURE WITH WOOD FILLER
Nº publicación EP4107082A1 28/12/2022
Solicitantes

CLOSURE SYSTEMS INT INC [US]

Resumen

A one-piece closure 10 includes first and second closure
portions 10a, 10b. The first closure portion 10a includes a top
wall portion 12 and an annular skirt portion 14 depending from
the top wall portion. The annular skirt portion includes an
internal thread formation for mating engagement with an
external thread formation of a container. The second closure
portion includes a tamper-evident band 18. The tamper-evident
band depends from and is partially detachably connected to the
annular skirt portion by a first frangible connection. The closure
includes polymeric material and wood filler.
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METHOD AND PACKAGING MACHINE FOR MANUFACTURING A COMPOSTABLE POD FOR BREWING PRODUCTS
Nº publicación EP4103479A1 21/12/2022
Solicitantes

NESTLE SA [CH]

Resumen

A method for manufacturing a compostable pod for brewing
products involves arranging a first (2) and a second sheet (3)
made of biodegradable material with gas barrier properties;
shaping the sheets (2, 3) so as to make at least one first
concave portion (2a) on the first sheet (2) and at least one
second concave portion (3a) on the second sheet (3) delimited
by respective peripheral annular portions (2a', 3a'), folding the
sheets (2, 3) at the peripheral annular portions (2a', 3a') so as
to define respective stiffening annular portions (2b, 3b) of the
sheets (2, 3), filling the first concave portion (2a) with a
predetermined quantity (4) of a brewing product, and coupling the sheets (2, 3) at the peripheral annular portions (2a,
3a) so that the respective concavities of the concave portions (2a, 3a) are opposite each other and define a housing
volume of said brewing product.

USE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION IN THE PRODUCTION OF POPCORN-CONTAINING SHAPED PARTS
Nº publicación EP4110576A1 04/01/2023
Solicitantes

GEORG AUGUST UNIV GOETTINGEN STIFTUNG OEFFENTLICHEN RECHTS [DE]

Resumen

The present invention relates to two-dimensional and
three-dimensional shaped parts and composite materials made
of popcorn and synthetic and/or natural binding agents which
are cured in automatic moulding machines or similar pressing
installations by means of radiowave technology or microwaves.
By means of these technologies, lightweight, two-dimensional
and three-dimensional shaped parts and composite materials
can be produced for packagings, as interior and exterior parts
(for example in automobile and mobile-home construction), shock absorbers, space-dividing elements, furniture,
consumer goods, for the building trade of for heat insulation.
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